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It was affirmed in [1] that, for any odd prime p, a Moufang loop of order 2p2 is a
group and there is exactly one non-associative right Bol loop of order 2p2. The first
assertion is correct, but the second ie wrong: there are, in fact, exactly two non-
associative right Bol loops of order 2p2.

Construction ofa second Bolloop oforder 2p2. Let Dp = (a, 6> with a" = 62 = (aft)2 = 1,
and let G be the subgroup of Cp x Dp x Dp generated by a = (a, 1,1), ft = (l,o, 1),
0 = ( l , l , a ) and y = (1,6,6). Then if P = (a,ft) and Q = {aWy] M^Z}, PuQ acts
regularly and transitively on the right cosets of the subgroup H = (fid} inO. P\jQ
is Bol closed and not closed, and so P U Q (like A U B in Theorem 1) is the set of right
multiplications of a non-associative Bol loop. An argument similar to that of Theorem 2
establishes that this loop is isomorphic to all its loop isotopes.

The mistake in the original paper occurs in case (iii) of Theorem 5, where it was
correctly said that from rjaif = a, rjftr) = ft~x and t/2 = 1, ij is determined uniquely from
the image of one loop element. Thus if rj overlaps ftijy, rj = /?l'y and FI = (a, ft, y> as
was claimed. But if v overlaps a{ftjy when i 4= 0, then since afflly has order 2p,
7i + <zf/?'y and 7/ $ (a, ft, y). In this case (a, ft, y, rf) has defining relations

dP = ftP = (yV)P = y2 = V* = (yftf = (Vft? = 1

and aft = fta, ay = ya, ay = t/a,

and is isomorphic to the group G above (putting yrj = 6).
The argument of theorem 6 of [1] (about Moufang loops) is not affected by this

mistake, as it only uses hypotheses common to the two Bol loops.
The identification of the error in [1] followed the study of [2].
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